The knowledge of diffuse solar radiation (Hd) is of almost importance for determining the gross primary productivity, net ecosystem, exchange of carbon dioxide, light use efficiency and changing colour of the sky. However, routine measurement of Hd is not available in most locations in North-Western Africa. During the past 36 years in order to predict Hd in the horizontal surface on hourly, daily and monthly mean basis, several regression models have been developed for numerous locations in NorthWestern Africa. As a result, several input parameters have been utilized and different functional forms applied. The regression models so far utilized were classified into six main categories and presented based on the input parameters applied. The models were further reclassified into numerous main groups and finally represented according to their developing year. In general, 188 regression models, 33 functional forms and 20 groups were reported in literature for predicting Hd in NorthWestern Africa. The regression and soft computing models developed within North-Western Africa and across the globe were examined in order to determine the best technique of prediction. The result revealed that soft computing models are more suitable for predicting Hd in North-Western Africa and across the globe.
Introduction
As a result of exponentially increasing costs of fossils, uncertainty of availability and transportation, environmental pollution, and general awareness amongst common people, the renewable sources which are environmental friendly since they have much lower environmental impact compared to conventional sources have enabled smart energy to gain more attention from researchers, governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and industries etc. in recent years due to the rapid growth of the global energy demands. Solar energy in the form of radiation received at the surface of the earth is the most preferred sustainable source of renewable energy in the form of solar photovoltaic, solar thermal. Other sources of renewable energy are wind, biomass, small and big hydro, tidal, wave, ocean etc. as a result of their inexhaustible nature and abundant availability globally. These attributes make solar energy to be accepted worldwide as a key energy irradiance does not reach the pyranometer. As a result of cost of measuring equipment, its maintenance and calibration requirements, in rural and developing countries in Africa and several places around the world, several empirical models had been developed in Africa and other locations across the globe that can produce diffuse solar radiation data without the substantial cost of the instrumentation network that would otherwise be needed [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The most primitive model for estimating diffuse solar radiation was developed by Liu and Jordan [11] . These solar energy researchers correlated diffuse fraction (Hd/H) with clearness index (kt). Their investigation has been adopted by numerous solar energy researchers in Nigeria and Egypt and across the globe as a baseline further developing regression models for estimating diffuse solar radiation using the same parameter, other meteorological parameters, geographical parameters, geometrical parameters and astronomical parameters that will best fit the local climate of their study.
However, diffuse solar radiation and other components of solar radiation such as direct normal irradiance, photosynthetically active radiation, evapotranspiration etc. have been predicted employing different soft computing techniques in recent times. This constitutes a widely accepted technique offering an alternative way to synthesize complex problems associated with solar energy prediction. These problems include inability to handle non-linear relationships in data; applying only calculable atmospheric, meteorological, astronomical, geographical, geometrical parameters such as extraterrestrial solar radiation, latitude, altitude, longitude, maximum sunshine duration, azimuth angle, solar declination, cosine of solar zenith angle, and hour angle. The soft computing technique has the capacity of accepting many input parameters for a particular model which is not possible applying regression technique and this strengthens its reliability. Therefore, applying soft computing techniques compared to regression techniques according to previous studies offers greater accuracy with prediction error in a range (less than 20 %) and could be very good in terms of diffuse solar radiation prediction as more and more soft computing approaches are demanded in the domains of renewable energy resource prediction [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Therefore, the main purpose of the study was to review regression models fitted in literature for predicting diffuse solar radiation in North-Western Africa and its objectives are identifying several input parameters and functional forms ever applied for predicting diffuse solar radiation in North-Western Africa; classify the regression models commonly employed in this part of Africa according to the main input parameters; compare the performance of regression and soft computing models applied and decide the best technique that can yield high accuracies of estimation for future purposes and finally identify the research gap.
Basic Parameters
The principal parameter of sunshine duration fraction, daily extraterrestrial radiation on the horizontal surface is significant for the prediction of diffuse solar radiation. Sunshine duration fraction is the ratio of actual sunshine duration to maximum possible sunshine duration expressed theoretically as: (2) Where is the latitude,  is the solar declination given by Yaniktepe and Genc [22] and n is the number of days of the year starting from first January. The daily extraterrestrial solar radiation is the solar radiation intercepted by horizontal surface during a day without the atmosphere and hourly extraterrestrial radiation has similar definition.
Hourly extraterrestrial solar radiation on the horizontal surface is given by Zhang et al. [23] as: (3) While the daily extraterrestrial solar radiation on the horizontal surface is given by Yaniktepe and Genc [23] as: (5) ISC is the solar constant, 1  and 2  are the limit hour angle of an hour, in which 2  is the larger, all in degrees and other symbols retain their usual meaning.
Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation, principally compares how well the observed and predicted fit each other. This evaluation is applied at numerous steps of the computing model development as for instance during the evaluation of the prediction model itself (during the training of a statistical model for instance), for judging the improvement of the computing model after some modifications and for comparing numerous computing models. As previously mentioned, this performance comparison is not easy for numerous reasons such as different predicted time horizons, numerous time scales of the predicted data and variability of the meteorological conditions from one site to another one. It works by comparing the predicted outputs ̂ with observed data y which are also measured data themselves linked to an error (or precision) of a measure.
Graphic tools are available for predicting the adequacy of the computing model with the experimental measurements via:
1. Time series of predicted diffuse solar radiation in comparison with measured diffuse solar radiation which allows visualizing easily the estimation quality. In Fig.  1a , for instance, high estimate accuracy in clear-sky conditions and a low one in partly cloudy conditions can be seen. 2. Scatter plots of estimated over measured diffuse solar radiation(as shown in Fig. 1b) which can reveal systematic bias and deviations depending on the diffuse solar radiation conditions and show the range of deviations that are related to the estimates. 3. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves which compare the rates of true positives and false positive. Up till now, there is no standard evaluation measures accepted for diffuse solar radiation measurement, which makes the comparison of the estimating methods difficult. Sperati et al. [24] presented a benchmarking exercise within the framework of the European Actions Weather Intelligence for Renewable Energies (WIRE) with the purpose of evaluating the performance of state of the art computing models for short term renewable energy prediction or forecasting. This research is a very good example of reliability parameter utilization. They concluded that: "More work using more test cases, data and computing models needs to be performed in order to achieve a universal overview of all possible conditions. They also pointed out that test cases located all over Europe, the US and other relevant countries should be considered, in an effort to represent most of the possible meteorological conditions". This study therefore illustrates very well the difficulties of performance comparisons encountered for diffuse solar radiation prediction. The commonly applied statistics for diffuse solar radiation prediction include the following: The Mean Bias Error (MBE) represents the mean bias of the prediction:
̂ is the predicted diffuse solar radiation, y the measured diffuse solar radiation and N the number of observations. The prediction will under-estimate or over-estimate the observations. Thus, MBE is not a good statistical indicator for the reliability of a computing model because the errors compensate each other but it allows seeing how much it overestimates or underestimates.
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The mean square error (MSE) applies the squared of the difference between observed and estimated data. This statistical indicator penalizes the highest gaps:
MSE is principally the statistical parameter which is minimized by the training algorithm.
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is more sensitive to big prediction errors, and thus is good for applications where small errors are more tolerable and larger errors cause disproportionately high costs, as in the case of utility applications (http://www.cost.eu/about_cost). It is probably the reliability parameter that is most appreciated and employed:
The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is close to the MAE but each gap between observed and predicted value is divided by the observed value so as to consider the relative gap.
This statistical indicator has a challenge that it is unstable when y(i) is near zero and it cannot be defined for y(i)=0. Of recent, these errors are normalized particularly for the RMSE; as reference the mean value of global radiation is generally employed but other definitions can be applied:
With ̅ is the mean value of y. Other statistical indicators exist and can be employed as the correlation coefficient (R), coefficient of determination (R 2 ), or the index of agreement (d) which is normalized between 0 and 1.
As the prediction accuracy strongly depends on the location and time period applied for evaluation and on other parameters, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of estimation from accuracy metrics alone. Then, it is best to compare the accuracy of different estimations against a common set of test data Pelland et al. [25] . "Trivial" prediction approach can be applied as a reference [26] , the most common one is the persistence model ("things stay the same", Trapero et al., 2015) where the prediction is always equal to the last known data point. The diffuse solar radiation has a deterministic component due to the geometrical path of the sun. This characteristic may be included as a constraint to the simplest form of persistence in considering as an example, the measured data of the previous day or the previous hour at the same time as a prediction value. Other common reference forecasts include those based on climate constants and simple autoregressive methods. Such comparison with referenced NWP computing model is shown in Fig. 2 . Generally, after 1 hour the forecast is better than persistence. For forecast horizons of more 
Fig. 2.
Relative RMSE of forecasts (persistence, auto regression, and scaled persistence) and of reference models depending on the forecast horizon Lauret et al. [27] .
Classically, a comparison of performance is performed with a reference computing model and to do it, a skill factor is employed. The skill factor or skill score defines the difference between the forecast and the reference forecast normalized by the difference between a perfect and the reference forecast Lauret et al. [27] 
Its value thus ranges between 1 (perfect forecast) and 0 (reference forecast). A negative value indicates a performance which is even worse compared to the reference (observed data). Skill scores can be adopted not only for comparison between observed and predicted diffuse solar radiation values but also for inter-comparisons of different diffuse solar radiation prediction techniques.
Regression Models
A regression model relates diffuse solar radiation (Hd) with other easily measurable parameters such as clearness index, mean daily extraterrestrial solar radiation, sunshine fraction and cloud cover by applying concise mathematical functions. As a result of its simplicity and high operability, the regression model is much more convenient for engineering applications.
Several regression models have been reported in literature for prediction Hd on the horizontal surface either on hourly mean basis (HB) or daily mean basis (DB) or monthly mean daily basis (MB) in Nigeria and Egypt. In this review, the Hd models are classified according to the basis of their input parameters applied in correlating with either diffuse fraction (Hd/H) or diffuse coefficient (Hd/Ho).
It has been accepted that Hd is relatively affected by meteorological parameters, astronomical factors, geographical factors, and geometrical factors [7, 9, [28] [29] . This could be attributed to the uniqueness of local climate in determining the meteorological and 167 atmospheric parameters that best fit that particular locality. This also depends on the availability of input meteorological/atmospheric parameter(s) that a given radiometric station or an individual is capable of measuring routinely which finally turns out to be the best input parameter at the disposal of the researcher for predicting Hd in that location factors [7, 9] . Thus, in North-Western Africa, the models for predicting Hd can be classified into six (6) following categories based on the employed meteorological and atmospheric parameters via:
1. Clearness index-based models 2. Sunshine-based models 3. Cloud-based models 4. Extraterrestrial Solar Radiation-based models 5. Monthly-based models 6. Hybrid Parameter-based models
Clearness Index-Based Models
The clearness index (kt) indicates the percentage depletion by the sky of the incoming solar radiation and therefore gives both the level of availability of solar radiation and changes in the atmospheric condition in a given environment [8, [30] [31] [32] . Mathematically, clearness index is the ratio of horizontal global solar radiation to the extraterrestrial solar radiation (Ho) on daily or monthly basis as found in literature expressed as:
For this reason, clearness index is closed related to Hd, hence, it has been known as a determinant parameter for estimation of Hd. One of the greatest characteristics of the models from this class is their convenient application, since for utilizing them only measured H data is needed. Numerous functional forms (exponential form, logistic form, logarithm form, second order, third order and power form) have been applied for estimating HB, DB and MB diffuse horizontal irradiation in literature are introduced according to their developing year under this section.
Group 1
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the first-order polynomial function of the clearness index according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Ezekwe and Ezeilo [33] developed the following MB models in Nsukka 
Maduekwe and Chendo [35] developed HB diffuse solar radiation for Lagos as:
Babatunde and Aro [36] established the following MB model for Ilorin as:
Maduekwe and Chendo [37] proposed the following HB models for Lagos
Trabea [38] obtained the following MB model for AL-Arish, AL-Tahrir, Marsa Matroh, Cairo, Al-Kharga and Aswan located in Egypt as:
Maduekwe and Garba [39] developed the following HB models for Lagos and Zaria with the appropriate intervals as: For Zaria
Shaltout et al. [40] 
El-Sebaii and Trabea [41] developed the following MB models for four Egyptian locations' For Matruh
Burari [42] developed the following MB models for Bauchi as follows: (27) Ugwuoke and Okeke [43] developed the following models for Nsukka as:
Khalil and Shaffie [44] established the following HB models for Cario, Egypt as:
Okundamiya et al. [45] established the following MB models for six Nigerian locations For Sokoto 
Nwokolo and Ogbulezie [10] developed the following MB models for all sky and clear sky in numerous stations in six tropical ecological zones in Nigeria. For Port Harcourt (All sky)
For Port Harcourt (Clear sky) 
(31L)
Group 2
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the second-order polynomial function of the clearness index according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
El-Sebaii and Trabea [41] 
Burari [42] developed the following MB models for Bauchi as follows:
Okundamiya and Nzeako [46] developed the following MB models for selected cities in Nigeria For Abuja 
Sanusi and Abisoye [47] proposed the following MB models for Lagos, Nigeria as:
Okundamiya et al. [45] established the following MB models for six Nigerian locations For Sokoto
Nwokolo and Ogbulezie [10] developed the following MB models for all sky and clear sky in several locations in six tropical ecological zones in Nigeria. For Port Harcourt (All Sky)
For Port Harcourt (Clear Sky) 174 Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the third-order polynomial function of the clearness index according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Group 3
Said and Ibrahim [34] developed the following MB model for Cairo, Egypt as:
For Rafah 3 2 543 . 14 519 . 30 58 
Olopade and Sanusi [48] developed the following MB model for Ilorin as:
Okundamiya et al. [45] 
Group 4
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the four-order polynomial function of the clearness index according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Bamiro [49] developed the following HB models for Nsukka as:
Group 5
In this sub-class, exponential form of diffuse fraction was correlated with clearness index in forms:
Group 6
In this sub-class, Liu and Jordan type model was modified by correlating diffuse fraction with power form of clearness index in the form:
Sanusi and Abisoye [47] proposed the following MB models for Lagos, Nigeria as: 
Sunshine-Based Models
Sunshine-based models are the most frequently employed model for predicting diffuse solar radiation in Nigeria and Egypt as a result of its availability and reliable measured data in most meteorological stations in Nigeria and Egypt. This radiometric model modified from Liu and Jordan [11] model have been applied by countless number of researchers for predicting the hourly, daily and monthly mean daily diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal surface for several stations within Nigeria and Egypt and beyond by employing meteorological parameters of the site of interest as stated in this class. Thus, the relation is given as: (51) Where a and b are the empirical constants, S is the measure of sunshine duration and So is the daily maximum possible sunshine duration.
Group 1
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the first-order polynomial function of the sunshine fraction according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Said and Ibrahim [34] Khalil and Shaffie [44] established the following HB models for Cario, Egypt as:
Group 2
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the second-order polynomial function of the sunshine fraction according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Maduekwe and Chendo [37] developed the following DB and MB models for Lagos. 
For DB
Group 3
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the third-order polynomial function of the sunshine fraction according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Cloud Cover-Based models
Cloud cover as a climate variable is the fraction of the sky obscured by clouds when observed from a given locality. Cloud cover data are periodically obtained from meteorological stations or satellites-derived and are expressed in percent (%) of the maximum cloud amount. Cloud amount is mostly classified into several categories of 0 -24%, 25 -49%, 50 -74% and 75 -100%. The implication is that zero percent implies no visible cloud in the sky while hundred percent cloud amount indicates no clear sky is visible. Researchers in the domain of renewable energy in the past have investigated and simulated regression computing models to relate cloud amount conditions and diffuse solar radiation owing to the fact that as diffuse fraction or diffuse coefficient increases, clouds cover increases as well. This is because of the absorption of water vapour's waveband selective in the solar spectrum that is, in cloudy and humid conditions, the absorption of solar radiation in the infrared portion of the solar spectrum is enhanced whereas absorption in 
Group 1
Empirical models from this group are parameterized as the first-order polynomial function of the diffuse fraction or diffuse coefficient with cloud cover (C) or cloudiness index according to their functional forms and developing year. The functional forms are as follows:
Erusiafe and Chendo [50] developed HB model for Lagos as:
Monthly-Based Models
Monthly-based models are applied for estimating diffuse solar radiation as a result of variation effects on diffuse solar radiation striking at ground level in a particular location due to the movement on the earth on its axis. Thus, the functional forms and models employed in Africa are introduced in this section.
Group 1
In this group, clearness index is corrected to month of the year (M) in the form: 
Global Solar Radiation-Based models
Global solar radiation-based models are employed by solar radiation researchers for predicting diffuse solar radiation as a result of their great importance and influence for determining the diffuse solar radiation striking a particular location at the top of the atmosphere and their comprehensive impact on the diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal surface on ground level. Thus, the functional forms and models employed in Africa are presented in this section.
Group 1
In this group, diffuse solar radiation is correlated to global solar radiation (H) in the form: 
Hybrid Parameter-based models
As far as the input parameter for predicting diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal surface vary periodically with the local climate in a particular geographical location, it therefore implies that to accurately develop a model that can fit a locality, the solar energy researcher must test the local climate with various input parameters owing to the availability of the meteorological parameters at the disposal of the researcher. Several solar energy researchers in Nigeria and Egypt have observed that hybrid parameters-based models fit local climate more than one variable -sunshine-based, global solar radiationbased and cloud cover -based commonly employed for predicting diffuse solar radiation. In this section, numerous hybrid parameter-based models are presented and classified based on their input parameters and developing year.
Group 1
In this group, sunshine duration and clearness index were incorporated with diffuse for estimating diffuse solar radiation in the forms: 
Maduekwe and Chendo [37] developed the following DB and MB models for Lagos. For DB 
Trabea [38] 
Group 2
In this group, cloud cover and clearness index were incorporated with diffuse for estimating diffuse solar radiation in the forms:
Group 3
In this group, elevation and clearness index were incorporated with diffuse for estimating diffuse solar radiation in the forms: 
Maduekwe and Chendo [37] proposed the following HB models for Lagos uncertainty at 95% (U95), Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Percentage Error (MPE), Nash Sutcliffe coefficient (NS), Index of Agreement (IG), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Global Performance Indicator (GPI) etc. to select the best approach for a particular site in a single research paper. Recently, Khorasanizadeh and Mohammad [53] classified numerous diffuse solar radiation models across the globe into four categories such as cleanness index based-models, sunshine based-model, cloud cover-based models and other meteorological parameter based-models.
Sunshine-based models are frequently applied due to their global availability at most weathers stations in North-Western Africa. Cloud cover-based models can be employed in the absence of clearness index and sunshine-based models but are sensible to human biasing [54] .
Clearness index based-models are the most frequently applied model for predicting diffuse solar radiation globally as a result of the availability of are reliable measured global solar radiation in most stations around the globe and extraterrestrial solar radiation can be calculated theoretically as given in equation (3). This model pioneered by Liu and Jordan [11] has been applied by several researchers for estimating diffuse solar radiation for several locations across the globe by determining the empirical constants by applying meteorological parameters of their chosen site of interest. Apart from Liu and Jordan [11] , those fitted by Page [55] and Iqbal [56] seem to be universally applicable. However, models fitted by numerous researches in Africa [34, [37] [38] [39] [57] [58] [59] [60] yielded better performance and high accuracy in the fitted sites as compared to reported models in literature that seem to be universally applicable. This result is in agreement with the report in most African countries [33, 43-44, 59, 61-64] confirming that diffuse solar radiation is dependent on the local climate and geographical information of a given site.
Other meteorological parameter-based models are recorded to predict diffuse solar radiation with high precision but most of their input parameters are not really available at most sites of interest in North-Western Africa and across the globe.
In this review, the researchers included two meteorological parameters often applied by one solar energy researcher to predicting solar radiation in Nigeria via: global solar radiation-based models and monthly mean based models. In general, one hundred and eighty-eight (188) theoretical models were reported with 33 functional forms and 20 groups (sub-class) in this review. Eighty three (83) models with the corresponding 8 functional forms and 6 groups were recorded from clearness index-based models representing 44.14 %, 45models with the corresponding 6 functional forms and 3 groups resulting to 23.93 % were applied for sunshine-based models; 7 models with 1 functional form and 1 group amounting to 3.72 %, for cloud cover-based models; 1 model with 1 functional form and 1 group yielding to 0.53 % for extraterrestrial solar radiation-based models and monthly-based models; and 51 models with 16 functional functions and 8 groups resulting to 27.12 % for hybrid parameter-based models as presented in Fig. 8 .
Peers and researchers have shown that it is humanly impossible for now to introduce a set of input variables with a particular functional form for optimal prediction of diffuse solar radiation in Nigeria and Egypt or any other geographical environment across the globe because of its dependence on geographical information and local climate of the site [10, 39-40, 41, 45-46, 52, 57-59, 62-64] . To restate this, a brief review of the efforts of researchers in North-Western Africa to enhance the accuracy of prediction of diffuse solar radiation is presented in the following paragraphs.
El-Sebaii and Trabea [41] employed sunshine-based model and clearness indexbased model for predictions of diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal surface for four 
189
Egyptian locations. The selected locations include Matruth, Al-Arish, Rafah and Aswan to represent the weather conditions of the North and South of Egypt. The first, second and third order correlations between the diffuse fraction and clearness index produced better accurate results compared to the correlations between sunshine fraction and diffuse fraction or diffuse coefficients in the selected four locations as shown in Table 1 . Table 2 . These results were in agreement with the findings in literature [41, 45-46, 57, 64] . Okundamiya et al. [45] calibrated Okundaniya and Nzeako [46] model for numerous numbers of sites, with varying meteorology covering the entire geographical zones in Nigeria. The authors tested the performance of the newly calibrated multivariable regression model, which uses clearness index and cloud cover as inputs for estimating the monthly daily mean diffuse solar radiation, on a horizontal surface in Nigeria with five existing empirical models, which utilizes the clearness index, cloud cover, relative sunshine duration or the combination of two of these variables as inputs [11, 46, 55, [65] [66] . The results revealed that the calibrated multivariable regression model performed better than the other five existing models with a relative percentage error of +6% over Nigeria as presented in Table 3 . These results justify the recommendation made by Munner and Munawwar [67] that the inclusion of cloud cover improves the prediction accuracy of diffuse solar radiation on the horizontal surfaces. This result is also comparable to the report of numerous researchers in Africa [35, 37, 39, 42, 44, 60, [68] [69] . From the report of existing studies, it is clear that from above findings that introducing an appropriate set of input for diffuse solar radiation prediction in any geographical site and climatic condition is not a viable work. This could be attributed to 192 numerous number of required inputs variables, inaccuracies associated with irrelevant variables, difficulty in explaining the model, time consuming task for assembling the needed variable and finally its inability to accept many input variables.
For instant, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Computation Intelligence (CI) techniques such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), machine learning, genetic programming, support vector machine, Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and hybrid networks have been widely applied in numerous scientific areas for modeling, estimation, prediction, forecasting and optimization such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] ; Hybrid network [17, [70] [71] ; genetic programming [16, 75] , Adaptive neural fuzzy inference system [73, [75] [76] [77] ; and an Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) methodology Bosch et al. [78] ;can be adopted for predicting diffuse solar radiation in North-Western Africa. Various applications of artificial neural networks are reported in numerous fields such defense, image impression, mathematics, character recognition, aerospace, neurology, meteorology, economic, electronic nose engineering, machine and psychology (Nwokolo and Ogbulezie [9] . These methods have been adopted for prediction and empirical analysis in market trend forecasting, solar and weather.
Boland and Scott [18] determined the comparison between the empirical models and a fuzzy logic based model to estimate hourly diffuse solar radiation in some locations of Australia. The results revealed that coefficients of determination recorded for the fuzzy logic model are comparable, and in most cases more suitable than those of empirical models.
Jiang [19] developed a model based Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model to predict monthly mean daily diffuse solar radiation in China. The researcher employed measured data of eight typical stations for training and data of one station for testing. He proceeded by comparing the estimation of ANN model with those of regression models. According to the author, the results revealed that ANN model compared to the regression model offer is more suitable for estimating diffuse solar radiation in the eight stations studied.
Elminir et al. [13] estimated hourly and daily diffuse radiation of Egypt by applying neutral network (ANN) and compared the result with two linear empirical models. The performances of the models were determined on the basis of the Mean Bias Error (MBE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (r) between the estimated and measured data. The results reveal that ANN model is more suitable to predict diffuse radiation in hourly and daily scales than empirical models.
Alam et al. [20] employed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to estimate monthly mean hourly and daily diffuse radiation in ten Indian stations with diverse weather conditions. They applied different parameter as inputs and used the feedforward backpropapgation algorithm to train the ANN model. They discovered that that ANN model compared to the regression model offer is more suitable for estimating diffuse solar radiation in the ten stations studied.
Lazarevska and Trpovski [21] applied neuro fuzzy inference system with a relevance vector machine mechanism for estimation of diffuse solar radiation. They used global solar radiation and solar elevation angle as input parameters to estimate the diffuse solar radiation. Their result revealed that the new developed technique is really effective and remarkably outperformed the existing regression models.
Soares et al. [14] stimulated a technique based upon artificial neural network (MLP-ANN) method for estimation of hourly diffuse solar radiation in the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil. The result revealed that the estimated diffuse solar radiation values obtained from Table 4 and Fig. 3-4 . Lou et al. [15] employed machine learning logarithm to estimate the horizontal skydiffuse irradiance and conduct sensitivity analysis for the meteorological parameters. Apart from the clearness index, the authors discovered that predictors including solar attitude, air temperature, cloud cover and visibility are more suitable for estimating diffuse solar radiation component. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the logistic regression using the aforementioned predictors was less than 21.5w/m 3 and 30w/m 3 for Hong Kong and Denver, USA as presented in Table 5 . Feng et al. [12] proposed four artificial intelligence models including the Extreme Learning Machines (ELM), back propagation neural networks optimized by Genetic Algorithm (GANN) Random Forest (RF), and Generalized Regression Neural Networks (GRNN) for estimating daily diffuse solar radiation at two meteorological stations of North China Plain. Daily global solar radiation and sunshine duration were selected as model inputs to train the models. The proposed models were compared with the empirical Iqbal model to test their performance employing measured daily diffuse solar radiation data. The result revealed that the ELM, GANN, RF, and GRNN models all performed much better than the empirical Iqbal model for estimating daily diffuse solar radiation. On the whole, all the models under-estimated daily diffuse solar radiation for both stations with average relative error ranging from 5.8% to 5.4% for all models and 19.1% for Iqbal model in Beijing; 5.9% to 4.3% and 26.9% in Zhengzhou respectively. Generally, GANN model recorded the best accuracy and ELM ranked the next, followed by RF and GRNN model. The ELM model reported a slightly poorer performance but the highest computation speed, and both GANN and ELM could be highly recommended for estimating daily diffuse solar radiation in North China Plain as presented in Table 6 196 120 possible combinations of inputs are considered, respectively. For the cases with one input variable, the results revealed that sunshine duration(s) is the most influential variable. Moreover, combination of H, Ho and S are the best sets among the cases with 2 and 3 inputs variables respectively. The observed result revealed that combinations of either 2 or 3 most relevant inputs would be appropriate to provide a balance between the simplicity and high precision. Predictions using the most influential set of 2 and 3 inputs revealed that for the ANFIS model with two inputs variables, the mean absolute percentage error, mean absolute bias error, root mean square error and correlation coefficient are 23.0579%, 1.0176 MJ/m 2 , 1.3052 MJ/m 2 and 0.8247, respectively, and for the ANFIS model with three inputs they are 18.3143%, 0.8134 MJ/m 2 , 1.1036MJ/m 2 and 0.8783, respectively as presented in Table 7 and Fig. 6 . During the last decades, numerous renewable energy researchers have carried out number of studies for estimation of diffuse solar radiation mainly by developing different soft computing techniques and regression models, but there is still a main challenge regarding the development of powerful hybrid soft computing techniques and models with high level of reliability and adaptability to achieve accurate predictions just as hybrid regression models offer more suitable prediction compared to one parameter-based models. Lately, coupling different approaches of soft computing to build a hybrid model has received a considerable attention in the renewable energy area. On the whole, it is possible to take the advantage of specific nature of different soft computing techniques for enhancing the precision. In fact, the particular features of different soft computing techniques are able to capture different patterns in the data series. Recent findings from literature have revealed that hybrid soft computing approaches would be particularly effective and promising for different applications of renewable energy to enhance the estimation accuracy and reliability.
For instance, in a study to determine diffuse solar radiation in the city of Kerman, Shamshirband et al. [81] In a nut shell, the study revealed that SVM-WT is an efficient method which enjoys much higher precision than other models, especially the third order empirical model as shown in Table 8 and Fig. 7 . The regression models for predicting diffuse solar radiation were examine extensively and its performances were compared with the soft computing approach in North-Western Africa and across the globe. This review paper distinctively provided reliable outcome for various approaches (empirical and soft computing model). The regression models regarded as capable and convenient for hourly, daily and monthly estimation are clearness index-based models, sunshine-base models, cloud cover-based models, extraterrestrial solar radiation-based models, monthly-based models and hybrid parameter-based model. A number of important aspects identified in literature as well as shortcomings with solutions recommended in the present study are summed up subsequently.
In the light of presented review literature, it seems that a number of sites do not have meteorological stations, whereby empirical and soft computing models should be developed employing attitude, latitude, longitude, solar declination angle, and extraterrestrial solar radiation inputs for precise measurement as they require no experimental measurement to obtain their values. Soft computing models have newly been initiated for predicting renewable energy resources, but additional work is needed to enhance solar radiation prediction accuracy pertaining to various seasons, climate change and poor weather, on different surfaces, (e.g., tiled) Nwokolo and Ogbulezie [9] . Hence, according to the authors, the greatest advantages may be needed from natural resources to supply increasingly reliable efficient solar systems in the market. 
Concluding Remarks
The regression models for predicting diffuse solar radiation were investigated extensively and its performances were compared with the soft computing approach in North-Western Africa and across the globe. This review paper distinctively provided reliable outcome for various approaches (regression and soft computing model). The regression models are regarded as capable and convenient for hourly, daily and monthly estimation are clearness index-based models, sunshine-base models, cloud cover-based models, extraterrestrial solar radiation-based models, monthly-based models and hybrid parameter-based model. Owing to the inability of regression models to accept many input parameters but rather strengthened in its reliability, a number studies in literature revealed that soft computing models are more suitable for predicting diffuse solar radiation in several locations distributed across the globe. Thus, applying soft computing and even power hybrid soft computing models will culminate in the greatest understanding of availability diffuse solar radiation in a particular region or location that is needful for supplying increasingly reliable efficient solar systems in the market.
